Research and intelligence
solutions
When businesses need data analyzed, or research and investigations completed,
accuracy and efficiency are top priorities. We provide research and intelligence
solutions that include specialized investigative techniques and risk assessment
consultations. Our goal is to deliver the most reliable and accurate information
through intelligence gathering and comprehensive data analysis.

Global solutions, local expertise

A better approach to research

Sedgwick is a leading global provider of technology-enabled risk,

Sedgwick’s approach is different. We know that accuracy and

benefits and integrated business solutions. We provide a broad

efficiency matter to our clients. Our focus is on exploring every

range of resources tailored to our clients’ needs in casualty,

possible avenue available through our team of recognized

property, marine, benefits, brand protection and other lines.

industry experts. We work closely with our clients to

By delivering global solutions backed by local expertise, our

ensure that all aspects of an investigation are met, and

services keep pace with the evolving challenges of our diverse

that information is protected and documented.

and varied clients. Leveraging the knowledge and experience
gained from working with the world’s leading organizations,
we continually adapt and advance our products and services.
Sedgwick’s research and intelligence services were created to

Benefits
• Highly personalized service

ensure data accuracy, efficiency and reliability. Our solutions

• Unique pricing models based on clients' requested scope

include distinctive and specialized research, preservation tools

• Specialized preservation tools and data security

and data analysis. Our team includes professionally trained and
certified experts who have experience working with sensitive
data, public information, databases and regulatory records.

• Comprehensive research techniques
• Detailed analysis and data dissemination

We offer services internationally to law firms, financial
institutions, insurance agencies, multinational corporations,
and regulatory bodies.
Our services include:
• Due diligence investigations for mergers and acquisitions,

pre-investment and pre-employment

To learn more about our research and intelligence services, contact:
Mandy Yousif, director of investigation services
P. 647.896.5133

E . mandy.yousif@sedgwick.com

• Evidence gathering for pre-trial matters (civil and criminal)
• Asset recovery and subrogation
• Financial and background investigations
• Trademark investigations
• Skip traces (locates)
• Internet (online footprint) investigations
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To learn more about our integrated and customized
solutions, visit S E D G W I C K . C O M
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